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Q 1. Differentiate between the following?       (1x3) 

i. Face left and Face right 

ii. Telescope normal and Telescope inverted 

iii. Transiting and Swinging 

Sol.-  Refer from text book. 

 

Q 2. Explain closing error? Also describe methods of balancing a traverse   (1+2) 

Sol.- While plotting a closed traverse, the end point coincides exactly 
with the starting point provided that work is correct. Also in a closed 
traverse, the algebraic sum of the latitudes- (the sum of northings-the 
sum of southings) should equal zero, and the algebraic sum of the 
departures (the sum of eastings – the sum of westings) should equal 

zero. But due to errors in the field measurements of angles and 

distances, the traverse if plotted according to the field 

measurements will not close on the starting point. The distance 

by which the end point of a survey fails to meet with the 

starting one is called the closing error or error of closure.  

Closing Error =  √(∑ L2) + (∑ D2)  
 

Balancing the Traverse: 
It is process of adjusting the latitudes and departures by applying corrections to them in such a way that 

the algebraic sum of the latitudes, and that of the departures should each equal to zero, i.e. the sum of 

the northings should be exactly equal to the sum of the southings, and the sum of the easting should be 

exactly equal to the sum of the westing. 

The following rules may be used for finding the corrections to balance the survey: 

(1) Bowditch’s Rule: 
It is also known as the compass rule and is most commonly used in traverse adjustment. It is used when 

the angular and linear measurements are equally precise. By this rule, the total error in latitude and that 

in departure is distributed in proportion to the lengths of the sides. 

Correction to latitude or departure of any side 

 
(2) Transit Rule: 
This rule is used to balance the traverse when the angular measurement are more precise than the linear 

measurements, 

(i) Correction to departure of any side 

 
(ii) Correction to departure of any side 

 
(3) Graphical Method: (Explanation with diagram) 

 

(4) Axis Correction Method: (Explanation with diagram) 
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Q 3. Given below are readings observed from level book.       (4) 

Station B.S. I.S. F.S. RISE FALL R.L. Remarks 

A 3.125      BM 

B ?  ? 1.325  125.505 TP 

C  2.320   0.055 ?  

D  ?  ?  125.850  

E ?  2.655  ? ? TP 

F 1.620  3.205  2.165 ? TP 

G  3.625   ? ?  

H   ?   123.090 T.B.M. 

Find the missing data by using rise and fall method of levelling? 
 

Sol.-   RL of next station = RL of previous station + Rise 

RL of next station = RL of previous station - Fall 

Rise/Fall = Back Sight - Intermediate sight  

Rise/Fall = Previous Intermediate sight - Next Intermediate sight 

Rise/Fall = Intermediate sight - Fore Sight 

(Rise if Positive and Fall if Negative) 

 

Station B.S. I.S. F.S. RISE FALL R.L. Remarks 

A 3.125     124.18 BM 

B 2.265  1.800 1.325  125.505 TP 

C  2.320   0.055 125.450  

D  1.920  0.400  125.850  

E 1.040  2.655  0.735 125.115 TP 

F 1.620  3.205  2.165 122.95 TP 

G  3.625   2.005 120.945  

H   1.480   123.090 T.B.M. 
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Q1. Write short notes on:          (Marks 4) 
(a) Contingencies;  (b) Work Charge Establishment; (c) Sinking Fund; (d) Depreciation.  

Q2. Discuss various methods of Valuation.         (Marks 2) 
Q3. An office costing Rs. 7,00,000/- has been constructed on a freehold land measuring 100 sq. m recently 
in a big city. Prevailing rate of land in the neighbourhood is Rs. 150/- per sq. m. Determine the net rent of 

the property, if the expenditure on an outgoing including sinking fund is Rs. 24,000/- per annum. Work out 
also the gross rent of the property per month.       (Marks 4) 

or 

Q3. Prepare a detailed estimate for earthwork for a portion of a road from the following data:-   (Marks – 4) 

 

Solutions: 

A1. Refer to Book on Estimating and Costing by B.N. Dutta. 

A2. Refer to Book on Estimating and Costing by B.N. Dutta. 

A3. (Option 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A3. (Option 2) 

 



 

 

*Marks for Correct Steps and Final Answers will be given accordingly. 
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Question 1: Determine                                                                                                          (3) 

a) The pressure gradient b) Shear stress at the horizontal parallel plates and 

 c) The discharge per meter 

 For the laminar flow of oil with maximum velocity of 2.5m/sec between two horizontal fixed 

plates which are 150mm apart .Take dynamic viscosity =2.45N.Sec/m2. 

Q.2 State and explain geometric properties of triangular and circular channel.                    (2) 

Q.3 Derive the velocity distribution equation in hydrodynamically smooth pipes.               (3) 

Q.4 Prove that pressure gradient in the direction of flow equal is to the shear stress gradient in 

the direction normal to the direction of flow?                                                                         (2) 

 

 

 

 

Answers – Refer class notes and textbook 
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Subject-Concrete Technology                                                              Time: 1 Hour 

Q1 What are the functions of accelerators and retarders in concrete? Why it is used explain 

them. 

 

Ans: Refer class notes and textbook 

3 marks 

Q2 What are the experimental destructive and non-destructive test on concrete samples which 

can be performed.Explain all of them in short. 

Ans: Refer class notes and textbook 

5 marks 

Q3 What is fly ash? Write its advantages and properties. 

Ans: Refer class notes and textbook 
 

2 marks 
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